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IN A DAY OF A PHOTOGRAPHER

This collection is a small compendium of photographs

taken by a group of friends from across the United States.

Most of us were not formally trained in photography, and

our individual experience with photography varies, but

equally, we share a deep love for photography as an art

form.

Armed with passion, basic knowledge of photography and

a variety of equipment, we strive to capture beauties

around us as we see them. We document beauties in

humanity, wildlife, architecture, abstract objects and all

others that we could meet and touch with our senses and

lenses in a day, any day.

With emotions (in actions and conflicts), beauties (in

colors and perspectives), passions (in images and voice of

the hearts), artistic and creativity, we share them with

you.

Now, we’d like to invite you for a walk, let’s turn the

pages...

Commercial publication, reproduction, distribution, and display will be permitted with
written permission only.
Curator Hoat Nguyen, Cover photos Hoat Nguyen
All photos are © All rights reserved by the photographers.



Native of Saigon, Vietnam

Resident of the Bay Area 

since 1975

My first film camera was 

an old Agfa Karat, a gift 

from our family sponsor. I 

ventured into the digital 

world with the Apple 

QuickTake 200, a 

640x480 pixels camera. 

I’ve found photography to 

be a fascinating 

medium. My motivation 

with photography is to 

share how I see the world 

through the viewfinder 

with others. I enjoy taking 

photos of mundane objects 

as well as architecture and 

wildlife.

Dang Quang Duy
Photographer



Denis Dessoliers

A renown outdoor photographer with many stunning 

images of the Beautiful America,

Photos on this journal were taken with Medium 

format Hasselblad. 

Photographer



From Huế, Viet Nam

Resident of Santa Clara, CA US

Architect degree/1965, VN

Electronic Chip Designer,  USA ,1980-

2006 , Retired

Passion: Art and Science

Hobbies: Poetry, photography, music and 

painting

Embracing light, opportunity, technique, 

composition as they are most essential 

elements of a good photography.

Hy Hoang 
Photographer



"Photography is the poetic breath of life,

memorable chronicle of time, and

private expression of the existentialist

image maker, the photographer.“

Founder of Vietnamese 

Artistic Photography 

Association (APA) of 

Northern California

Honorable founder of 

Artistic Photography 

Association (APA) 

Federation of Artistic 

Photography Association 

(APA), Vice President

Photography Instructor 

since 1980

Tung Ngo
Photographer



Native of Kiến An, Vietnam 

Settled in  US since 1975

A student of Stanford and George 

Washington Universities

Current resident of Washington DC 

Metro.

Love photography, I am just 

simply recording beauties around 

us and trying to do that in the 

best way I can, by association, 

leaning, experimenting and 

observations.

Like many of us, I record the 

images because I see a wonder or 

beauty of the objects, some time, 

emotions from them. More than 

often, ordinary existences to many 

became extra-ordinary to me, as 

they are plentiful. 

I do usually recording my feelings 

with the photos that triggered 

my emotion the most.

Just simply a roadtree that is 

appreciating the motions, 

emotions, sensitivities and living 

things around it, I am.

Hoat Nguyen
Photographer



Born and grown up 

in a humble 

Southern Western 

Shore, Vietnam.

In 1986, family 

migrated to US 

and to present 

settled in 

Sacramento, 

California.

Thanh OKelley

Love nature, photography and its art forms, I 

photograph and keepsake those simple objects around 

me, as I’m enjoying their own uniqueness and beauties. 

Photographer



Dzung Tran

As a form of visual art, the concept of that a picture can 

speak many words with no specific language really fascinated 

me. I’ve learned to do more story telling with my photos.

Grew up in Ban Me Thuot, 

Vietnam

Went to Paris for under 

graduate and graduate studies

Current resident of Northern 

California 

Photography has taken me to 

places near and far which I 

never thought I would visited. 

It has helped me capturing 

the beauty around me, from a 

simple object to the wonder of 

nature or even people’s 

emotion. At the same time, it 

allows the viewers to go on 

the journeys with me.

Photographer



A.FIAP,-F.APA, -A.CPE,- Honorable CPE

High School Teacher of Ba Ria, Vung Tau, 

Phuoc Tuy Province, South Vietnam to 1975.  

Current resident of Hercules, California, USA.

Bachelor of Science in Photography and TV 

Production from State University of New 

York at Suny Brockport, 1998

Retired from Eastman Kodak Company 

Rochester, New York (1994 -2006)

Member of Photographic Society of America (PSA ), Artistic Photography Association  

(APA) Hô ̣i Ảnh Hô ̣i Ảnh Nghê ̣ Thuâ ̣t Viê ̣t Nam ta ̣i Hoa Kỳ

Award of Distinction and honorable member of Fédération Internationale de l'Art 

Photographique (FIAP), Europe

FAPA of Artistic Photography Association (APA ) Hô ̣i Ảnh Nghê ̣ Thuâ ̣t Viê ̣t Nam,

USA

ACPE, and Hon. CPE of Campina Photographic Exhibitions Society, Romania

Sa Kim Tran
Photographer



Native of Bến Tre

Went toTrung Học Phan Thanh Giản, Cần Thơ

Curent resident of Sacramento California

President of Ảnh Nghệ Thuật Sacto (ANTS) 

Sacramento, CA

Tan Tuong
Photographer



Native of Saigon, Vietnam

Resident of Sacramento, 

California.

Love photography, Arts, 

Outdoor…

Currently in love with Canon 

60D.

Sharing photo via YouTube, 

signing as Thachphoto.

Thach Vo
Photographer



Hoat Nguyen
Wonders 



Hoat Nguyen

Wonders 



In the morning

Quick yellow dashes

Dazzling hops between 

stems of cutleaf cones

Morning meal, the seeds of 

plant

I just steal a look on him

as it is just a beautiful 

thing.

Hoat Nguyen
Wonders 



Spring wrote love songs,
Winds sang 
Cherries colored 
Sun shined and cheered 
And,
Songs touched hearts of human
Then, they felt in love.

Love
Hoat Nguyen



Dzung Tran
Beauty

The Vietnamese Ao

Dai (long dress) is 

known around the 

world for its soft 

and beautiful 

flowing fabric.

With a traditional 

and cultural 

background, this 

image presents a 

beautiful and gentle 

spirit of a 

young Vietnamese 

woman in her ao dai.



Dzung Tran

24TH MEXICA NEW YEAR

Allure, attract, captivate, charm, fascinate

Enchantment



Thach Vo

THE FISHING  BOATS

Enchantment



Hoat Nguyen
Wildlife



TOGETHERNESS

Tung Ngo has mastered the art of feeling through his lens, 

the lovely swan couple in pure white.

Wildlife
Tung Ngo



Tan Tuong

GOLDEN HERON

A native American great blue heron is on golden background. These water 

birds are abundant and non migrating. They live among us, with captivating 

flight and spirit as the photographer's.

Wildlife



Tan Tuong

FROG

Wildlife



CONTEMPLATING 

Wildlife
Tung Ngo



Hoat Nguyen

NATIONAL AQUARIUM, BALTIMORE, MD

Architecture is not only a building, a bridge, temples… it 

represents cultures, arts, technologies, religions, cultures, 

political statements, powers and more, to capture it is to 

capture a “durable” timeless moment of human history.  

Architecture



Dzung Tran

SIGLUFJORFJORDUR - ICELAND

Architecture



Dang Quang Duy

WINE SHOP, BORDEAUX, FRANCE

Architecture



Hoat Nguyen

THE FIELD

An abstract is a visual expression that separates the visual references 

from the normal world. With a composition of colors, lines and shapes, it 

is a visual language. 

Abstract



Thank Okelley

YELLOWS

Thanh Okelley with her artistic eyes has turned the 

mustard field to a piece of impression art.

Impression



Hoat Nguyen

MORNING REFLECTION

Impression



Hoat Nguyen

TOMATO

In a moment, things still, time stops moving, only life presented.

Still life



Hoat Nguyen

CHAIR - TABLE AND MUG

Still life



Hoat Nguyen

DREAM OF FLYING

Through the ages human is always wanted to be free, in the air,  

freedom from the ground, see further, going places faster; the dream 

of flying has transformed the world and created an artform of its own. 

Hoat is also dreamer.

Dream



Tung Ngo

VAGABOND GUITARIST

Aspiration



Tung Ngo

AUTUMN PROMENADE

Tung Ngo recaptured the movement of 

romanticism in this photo as it never left.

Romantic



Hoat Nguyen

FROM A GALAXY FAR FAR AWAY

Fantasy



Thach Vo

BINH DONG

Fluency of life



Dzung Tran

EAGLE HUNTERS

On the sands of Gobi desert, in this shallow water of 

river runs through it, the image brings a vibrant, 

beautiful landscape and people who master the 

elements and a way of life, with Dzung Tran.

Fluency of life



GOBI DESERT

Dzung Tran

Fluency of life



Sa Kim Tran

DAWN ON SALT FLATS, VIETNAM

Tran Kim Sa and his masterpiece, the photo of a dawn in Southern 

Vietnam Salt Flats, the hard day has just started.

Fluency of life



ON THE WAY HOME

Sa Kim Tran
Fluency of life


